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Agenda

- Overview of troubleshooting process
- Methods for isolating performance issues
- Best practices for performance measurement
Performance

- Performance vs. Scalability
- Types of Performance
  - Speed – typically end user experience (“how fast can I get my answer”)
  - Availability
- Performance Tuning and Troubleshooting
  - some similar methods and techniques
Performance Best Practices

• Start with recommended configuration parameters for RDBMS
• Establish Baseline (all tiers)
  - not just Geodatabase but also ArcGIS Server (application server tier).
  - if present also Citrix, VM environments, etc…

• Geodatabase Specific Monitoring
  - Database performance and workload monitoring
  - OS – resource monitoring (cpu load and memory)
  - Network usage – if possible
Performance Troubleshooting

• Starts with problem isolation
  - typically grab a broad scope synopsis of overall system performance – both RDBMS and OS
  - then with this as background information focus on specific performance or functional issue

• Isolation requires
  - logging at all tiers – relates back to monitoring
  - when an issue happens then verbose logging is turned on and tracing is done.
  - goal is to begin to rule out the various tiers and isolate where the issue lies.
Common types of issues

• Connection problems
  - database client version or bit (32-64) mis-match
  - permission or licensing issue
  - database, network down (ping, tnsping, etc..) – also one for SQL Server

• Performance issues typically related to:
  - poor application design
  - poor document design (complex symbology, too many layers, other inefficiencies – all layers selectable, etc..) – generate lots of extra SQL
  - no or bad indexes and/or database statistics
  - insufficient or improperly configured database resources – space, quota, etc…
  - or combination of above
More Common Types of Issues

• Lack of Version Maintenance
  - poor reconcile, post, compress practices
  - inefficient version architecture
  - poor management of replicas
  - all of which can leave unused versions or states pinning state tree leading to more work in the database.

• Upgrades to new ArcGIS or RDBMS version
  - old configuration parameters left in place

• Impacts of various types of migrations
  - server and/or storage, also
  - migration from physical to virtual environment
Version and Synchronization Workflows

• Inefficient version architectures or management/maintenance processes can lead to performance issues.
• Check for recommended reconcile order
  - KB 35735 – Oracle
  - KB 36809 – SQL Server
• Compress and Synchronization technical paper

Using Compress on ArcSDE Geodatabases with Replicas

Introduction

Geodatabase replication is built on top of versioning. With replication, versioning is used during synchronization to determine which changes to send between replicas, and where to receive changes. When creating a replica, the replica version is explicitly defined and can be either the head or tail of a version set.
Tools for Troubleshooting

- **SDE logs**
  - error logs in SDEHOME\etc directory
  - sdeintercept (and optionally sdetrace)
    - client-side and possibly server-side

- **ArcGIS Server logs**

- **Database logs and traces**
  - database error logs
  - database session sql tracing
    - Oracle 10046 event trace
    - SQL Profiler,
    - 3rd party tools (Spotlight)

- **OS Tools**
  - Windows Task Manager
  - UNIX - various
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Log File collection:

• Purposes
  - Check performance
  - Establish performance benchmark (under typical workload)
  - Troubleshoot Errors/Problems

• Establish a baseline.
  - Important to collect a set while the system is operating correctly

• Useless without knowing the context of what was being logged.
Performance Baseline

- Establish performance baseline
- spastats
- mxdperfstat
- database reports (e.g. Oracle AWR, statspack, SQL Performanc reports)
- cpu and memory from db server and app servers
- network bandwidth and latency
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